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 stitchy text and multi-decorations can be enhanced by new tools, like .stitchy-lettering, .lettering-multi, and .decoration-multi.
The .multi tool enables you to draw text in a block of embroidery, with options to split the text into an arbitrarily many segments

and the length of each segment to be fixed, or have an individual length. Other new features include the capability to apply
colored highlights to objects in embroidery designs and rotating objects in 3D (flat) mode, so they always lie flat in the

final .stitchy. Embroidery tools .stitchy .stitchy is a tool that lets you stitch up to 4 letters on each .stitchy object. It is easy to do
just one or multiple letters. If you want to use the .stitchy object in a design, you don’t need to stitch the letters. .stitchy-lettering

.stitchy-lettering is a new embroidery tool that lets you draw letters of any type you want, which can be .stitchy, .sequential-
stitchy, .stitch-sequence, .sequential-stitch, .sequential-stitch-group, .reverse-stitch, .stitchy-small, or .stitch-sequence-small. You

can design letters in a word, create sentences, make up a name, add a signature, or any other letter design. When you create a
letter object, you have the option to convert it into a .sequential-stitch object. You can convert a .stitchy-letter object into

a .sequential-stitch object by using the .convert-sequential-stitch-to-stitchy function in the .stitchy menu. When you need to do
more than one letter in the same position, you can create a .stitchy-sequence object, by using the .stitchy-sequence-

create function in the .stitchy menu. After you create a .stitchy-letter object, you can rotate it. You can also use the .stitchy-
multi tool to divide the letters into several parts and set 520fdb1ae7
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